Certain new combinatorial numbers which arise in the counting of finite topologies are introduced and formulae obtained. These numbers are used to obtain a known formula for t . the number 
. Introduction
Let X = {l, 2, ..., n} . Let t (and d ) stand for the number of labelled topologies (and labelled ^--topologies) respectively, on X .
That
(1) t n =l Sin, p)d p is well known (of. Evans, Harary and Lynn, [ 2 ] , Conrtet, [ 1 ] , Gupta, [3] ) and implicit in Shafaat, [ 6 ] . Comtet, [ I ] , also derived a formula for the calculation of d and Shafaat, [ 6 ] , has a similar formula.
V. Kri shnamurthy
In this paper we introduce certain combinatorial numbers, X(n : r : p) , which arise in the counting of finite topologies on X . These numbers satisfy
(2)
I X(n : r : p) = S(«, p) . r
We prove, independently of (l), that Shafaa+'s method [ 6 ] , which i s akin to that of Comtet, ends up in results for tr. and ts that are wrong.
°U
nless otherwise mentioned all our topologies and graphs are labelled.
. C o m b i n a t o r i a l numbers A(n : r : p ) and p r o o f o f ( 3 )
We start with the concept of 'Borel equivalence' introduced by Rayburn [5] . Let T(X) be the set of all topologies on X . Two topologies on X are said to be Borel equivalent if they generate the same Borel field; that i s , a topology in which every open set is also closed, or, what Sharp, [7] , calls, a symmetric topology. This equivalence partitions T(x) into what are called Borel equivalence classes. ' How many topologies are there in each Borel equivalence class?
1 was a question posed by Rayburn.
Recall [2] that T{x) is in one-to-one correspondence with transitive digraphs (shortly, transgraphs) in the following manner. Given T € T(x) , denote by B. the smallest T-open set containing i . Construct the directed graph G(T) on X by stipulating that, for j ^ i , ( i , j ) i G(T) if and only if j € B. . (Here, and throughout the paper, (•£, j) means the directed edge leading from i to j .) The fact that this construction results in G(T) being transitive and that the correspondence x •* G(T) is bijective are proved in [2] and [4] . Under Then T-topologies correspond to transgraphs which have no dwicycles (of. [2] and [7] ) and Borel fields correspond to transgraphs in which every edge is part of a dwicycle. These can be seen easily by noting that:
(1) x is a T -topology if and only if j € B. =* i t B. ; and As an illustration, note the following transgraphs on three points:
If T is in the Borel equivalence class 8(S) determined by B then G ( T ) and ff(B) differ only in the single lines which do not form part of dwicycles. To construct G ( T ) from G(B) , we have, therefore, only to add other lines to G(B) in such a way that (i) the resulting graph is a transgraph, and (ii) no new dwicycles are introduced.
Note that, in this construction, if (i, j) and (j, i) form a dwicycle and k is any other vertex, either we add both (i, k) and ( j , k) or not at a l l and similarly, either we add both (fe, i) and (k, j) or not at a l l . So, for the purpose of this construction, we can identify pairs of points which are connected by a dwicycle. Consider the resulting smaller set X-of points and construct transgraphs on X Q without dwicycles.
For each such transgraph on X^ (which is now a T -topology on X~ ) we can recover a topology on X which belongs to 8(5) . This is done by recovering a l l the identified points and the dwicycles connecting them. Conversely every T_-topology on X-in the same way gives rise to a topology on X which belongs to 8(S) . Thus the number of topologies in 8(S) i s the number of T_-topologies on the set X-as obtained above.
Hence we have proved the following PROPOSITION 2. Let B be a Borel field and c[G(B)) be the graph obtained by identifying pairs of points in G(B) which are connected by dwicycles. Let p be the number of vertices in C[G{B)) . Then the number of topologies in the Borel equivalence class determined by B is
Now in order to count | T(X) | we have only to l i s t the various Borel equivalence classes there are and sum up d for the various values of p that arise. But i t happens that the same p may arise from distinct Borel fields, as can be seen from the two transgraphs on four points shown below. Putting aside the calculation of X(n : r : p) for awhile, we first note that Proposition 2 and the discussion following it gives us the following
Recall (of. Sharp [7] ) that T(X) is in bijective correspondence with the set of quasiorders (reflexive and transitive relations) on X , by the 
I X(n : r : p) = S(n, p) .
T This observation completes t h e promised independent proof of ( l ) .
C a l c u l a t i o n of X(n : r : p)
When r = 0 , p = n , and clearly X(n : 0 : n) = 1 . We shall suppose r > 0 in the rest of t h i s section u n t i l we come t o Theorem 2. The number r arises as follows. F i r s t , note t h a t , as a consequence of t r a n s i t i v i t y , no dwicycle can exist in a transgraph except as part of a complete sub-transgraph. The number r will therefore be the sum of the numbers of dwicycles in the complete subtransgraphs of G{B) . But the subject to the understanding that wherever p. = 1 , the component 3 corresponding to that reduces to a single point. "In how many ways can such a configuration arise, with n, r, p given?" is the question. Let F be the set of transgraphs on n points without dwicycles.
C a l c u l a t i o n o f d P
Let y stand for an arbitrary element of T . We shall associate with each y a unique ordered vector of non-empty subsets of X as follows.
Count the outdegrees of each vertex of y . (The outdegree of a vertex is the number of directed edges leaving i t . ) We claim that at least one of these outdegrees must be zero. To see this, start with any vertex i € y .
then k can be connected only to points other than i and j ; 3 this follows easily from the transitivity of y and the fact that it has no dwicycles. Continuing this process, we finally end up with a vertex p which is not connected to any other vertex. Thus there exists a p such that the outdegree of p is zero. Let S (y) be the set of all vertices of y with outdegree zero. Thus, corresponding to y we have an ordered partition of non-empty subsets of X . We write n(Y) = (S) . Note that n of the discrete graph is U) .
Delete all vertices belonging to

PROPOSITION 3. (i) n is onto -the set of all ordered partitions of non-empty subsets of X .
(ii) n is many-one. 
Let N(S) be t h e number of y ( T such t h a t TI(Y) = (•?) . N{S)
can b e computed f o r each (S) (see Section 4 ) . Given • Hence there are 6 choices.
(1)
£^-» (1)
- (2) * (12) The completed results are tabulated in Table 1 Table 2 Values of \(n : r : p) and t 
